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Abstract. Under new hypotheses, and using the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, we study the
branches of bifurcation of a nonlinear equation of the type u LuCG.;u/D 0, in a neigh-
borhood W of a particular solution .0;0/ 2 RX , where X is a real Banach space, L a non-
compact linear operator defines onX andG is a nonlinear operator defined onW to values in X .
This type of bifurcation problems ( bifurcation from the trivial branch ) have different applica-
tions such as resolution of differential equations as those of Von-Karmann and Navier-Stokes or
to integral equations as the Urysohn’s one.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bifurcation from a trivial branch is one of the oldest notions of bifurcation in
mathematics. In fact, assuming that there is a known (trivial) branch of solutions
of a parameterized family of problems, necessary and sufficient conditions for the
appearance of nontrivial solutions arbitrary close to some points (called bifurcation
points) of the trivial branch is investigated. The most important examples of prob-
lems of bifurcation from the trivial branch come from nonlinear partial differential
equations. For instance, see the von- Karman equations for the study of the buckling
of thin plates [15]. More generally, those aspects of bifurcation theory which are
particularly meaningful to differential equations are discussed in [5].
In what follows, we illustrate the procedure of bifurcation phenomenon from the
simplest case. Assume that X is a real Banach space and that L is a compact linear
operator on X . Set
F.;x/D x Lx; (1.1)
then consider the problem of finding the pairs .;x/ 2 RX such that F.;x/D 0.
Let us take a look at the local structure of the zero set of F around a given point
.0;0/;0 2 R. If 0 is not a characteristic value of L, it is made up of exactly one
curve (the trivial branch itself). If 0 D j for some j  1, the structure changes,
since there are solutions of the form .j ;x/, x 2 Ej ,(Ej denotes the eigenspace
associated with the characteristic value j ) arbitrarily close to .j ;0/. The existence
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of nontrivial solutions (i.e. which do not belong to the trivial branch) around a point
.j ;0/ is referred to as a bifurcation phenomenon form the trivial branch and the
points .j ;0/ are called bifurction points.
Now consider the nonlinear equation
x LxCG.;x/D 0; (1.2)
whereG WRX!X is an continuous operator. We recall that .0;0/ is a bifurcating
point of .1:2/ if every neighborhood of .0;0/ contains a nontrivial solution. Then
the problem of bifurcation from the trivial branch of .1:2/ turns into finding the zero
set of the mapping
F.;x/D x LxCG.;x/D 0; (1.3)
where F W RX !X .
Two reasons motivate this definition. First, problems of this type are common in
many physical examples. Secondly, from a mathematical stand-point, their properties
allow us to make a general study of their zero set. For the global analysis of .1:3/,
topological ideas play an essential role. When each F.; :/ lies in a class of operators
for which an index is defined (for example, when F.; :/ is a compact perturbation of
the identity, the Leray-Schauder degree and consequently the index is defined ), then
a change in the degree of F.; :/ on a neighborhood of x D 0 as  passes through
0 implies that a bifurcation branch emanates from .0;0/, by using the index jump
principle ([19] p.657). If there were no branching, by the homotopy property the
degree would not change.
The most famous result about problems of bifurcation from the trivial branch is
due to Krasnoselskii.
Theorem 1 ([7], Theorem 28.1). If X is a real Banach space, L is an compact
operator on X ,˝  RX a neighborhood of .0;0/, G W˝!X is continuous and
G.;0/D 0 and also
.i/ I  0L is a Fredholm of index zero and 0 is an isolated characteristic value of
L of odd algebraic multiplicity,
.i i/ jG.;x/ G.; Kx/j  '.r/jx  Kxj if .;x/; .; Kx/ 2˝; j 0j  ı and x; Kx 2
Br.0/ for some ı > 0 and some ' W RC! RC such that '.r/! 0 as r! 0.
Then .0;0/ is a bifurcation point for F.;x/D x LxCG.;x/D 0.
The proof of this theorem is based on topological degree arguments. It is a very
general result but it does not provide any information on the structure of the zero set
of F.;x/ near .0;0/.
Another important tool for the analysis of bifurcation from a trivial branch is the
Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, which leads a given bifurcation problem for integral
and differential equations to a locally equivalent problem for a finite number of non-
linear equations in a finite number of indeterminates. It is worth mentioning that the
choice of the approach depends on the nature of the problem at hand.
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One of the typical assumptions of the Lyapunov-Schmidt method is that singular
points are isolated. Assuming this, there is a large variety of methods which, com-
bined with the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, provide criteria for the appearance of
nontrivial solutions close to the singular point [4, 6, 11, 12, 17].
In 2002, Elhajji and Errachid [9], using the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, proved
that the nonlinear equation .1:3/ in a neighborhoodW of a particular solution .0;0/2
RX , admits parametric continuous curves formed by nontrivial solutions bifurcat-
ing from .0;0/ under the following assumptions:
.a/ X is a real Banach space,
.b/ L is a linear continuous and compact operator,
.c/ 0 2 R is a simple characteristic value of L, such that
X DN.I  0L/˚R.I  0L/; (1.4)
whereR.:/ andN.:/ denoted the range and null space of an operator respectively and
I is the identity map.
.d/ G WW !X is a nonlinear operator of perturbation such thatG is ˛ regular ( for
˛ 2 .0;1) in a neighborhood of .0;0/, (see the definition of ˛ regular in Section
4).
In fact they provided a general convergent iterative procedure to compute the de-
sired solutions .;u/ near .0;0/. The case ˛ D 1 has been studied earlier by Berger
and Westreich [3].
In 2005, Kim [13] generalized the Krasnoselskii’s Theorem by defining a coin-
cidence degree for a pair .A;L/ of operators, where L W H! H is compact and
A WH!H is a condensing perturbation of the identity (see the definition of con-
densing operators below). She investigated the solvability of the bifurcation problem
AuCLuCG.;u/ D 0, where G W RH!H is a nonlinear perturbation such
that jjG.;u/jj  kjjujj for every .;u/ 2 RH and for some k > 0. So in case A
is identity one can get the Krasnoselskii’s Theorem in Hilbert spaces.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no paper studying such bifurcation prob-
lems when L is not a compact operator. In this paper, we will consider the same
bifurcation problem of .1:3/ in a more general setting under some appropriate as-
sumptions. It is worth mentioning that assumption .1:4/ above is always satisfied if
X is a Hilbert space and if L has closed range and is self-adjoint. For a real Banach
space X , Assumption .1:4/ holds if 0 is a simple characteristic value of linear com-
pact operator L and I  0L is a Fredholm operator of index zero. Here we provide
some conditions for a noncompact operator L on a Banach space X such that .1:4/
is satisfied.
We begin by recalling some definitions and preliminaries.
Let .X;d/ be a metric space and B is a bounded subset of X , Kuratowski has
defined ˛.B/, the measure of noncompactness of B , to be
˛.B/D inffr > 0 W B may be covered by finitely many sets of diameter  rg:
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It is convenient in applications to generalize slightly the idea of measure of noncom-
pactness.
A function  W fB X W B is boundedg ! Œ0;1/ is said to be a generalized meas-
ure of noncompactness on a Banach space X , if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) (invariance under closure and convex hull): .coB/D .B/;
(2) (regularity): .B/D 0 if and only if B is relatively compact,
(3) (semi-additivity): .B1[B2/Dmaxf.B1/;.B2/g,
(4) (algebraic semi-additivity): .B1CB2/ .B1/C.B2/
(5) (semi-homogeneity): .˛B/D j˛j.B/ for all ˛ 2R.
The definition of generalized measure of noncompactness given above is more
general than Kuratowski or the other definition of measure of noncompactness, namely
Hausdorff measure of noncompactness (or ball measure of noncompactness [1,2,18])
given by
ˇ.B/D inffr > 0 W there exists a finite r-net for B in Xg:
A continuous operator T WX !X is said to be:
 countably k set contraction (with respect to generalized measure of noncompact-
ness  ) [14]:
if .T .C // k.C / for each countable bounded set C X and 0 k < 1,
 countably condensing if .T .C // < .C / for each countable bounded set C  X
with .C / > 0.
 countably ' set contraction [8]:
if .T .C // '..C // for some ' 2˚ D f' WRC!RC;'.t/ < t for t > 0; '.0/D
0g and each countable bounded set C X .
Clearly, every k set contractive mapping is a ' set contractive where '.t/D kt .
Let T be a bounded linear operator of a Banach space X into a Banach space Y . The
null space and the range of T are denoted by N.T / and R.T /, respectively. T is said
to be a Fredholm operator if the dimension of N.T / is finite and the codimension
of R.T / is finite. If the dimension of N.T / is finite and R.T / is closed, then T is
said to be a semi-Fredholm operator. In this case, i.T /D dimN.T /  codimR.T /
is called the index of T .
2. H SET CONTRACTIONS
In this section we state our main definition which determines an important class of
operators.
Definition 1. Let H W RC! R be a mapping satisfying:
.H1/ H is strictly increasing, i.e. H.˛/ < H.ˇ/ for ˛ < ˇ .˛;ˇ 2 RC/.
.H2/ H.˛:ˇ/H.˛/CH.ˇ/.
A mapping T WX!X is said to be countablyH set contraction if there exists  > 0
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such that for all countable bounded set C X
..T .C // > 0/) CH..T .C ///H..C //: (2.1)
Remark 1. From .H1/ and .2:1/ it is easy to conclude that every H set contrac-
tion is a condensing map.
Example 1. Let H W RC! R be given by H.x/D lnx. It is clear that H satisfies
.H1/ and .H2/. Each Mapping T WX!X satisfying .2:1/ is anH set contraction
such that
.T .C // e .C /; (2.2)
for all countable set C  X with .T .C // > 0. It is clear that for a countable set
C X if .T .C //D 0 the inequality .2:2/ is also holds, i.e. T is a countably k set
contraction with k D e  :
Example 2. Let H W RC ! R be given by H.x/ D ln.x2C x/. Obviously H
satisfies .H1/ and .H2/ and forH set contraction T and countable set C X with
.T .C // > 0, the following condition holds:
.T .C //..T .C //C1/
.C /..C /C1/  e
  :
Example 3. Let H W Œ1;1/! R be given by H.x/D  1p
x
C 1. Then H satisfies
.H1/ and .H2/ and for H set contraction T , we have
.T .C // 1
.1C p.C //2 .C /;
for all countable set C  X with .T .C // > 0. Here we obtained a special case of
' set contractions.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Lemma 1. Let X be a real or complex Banach space and T W X ! X a bounded
linear operator and T n is countably condensing for some n 2 N . Let I denote the
identity operator in X . Then I  T is a semi-Fredholm operator.
Proof. First, we will show that the range of I  T is closed in X . Let M and C
be relatively compact set and bounded countable set in X respectively. Set M1 D
fx 2 C W x T x 2M g. We will show that .M1/D 0. Suppose that x 2M1, so that
x D T xC ´ for some ´ 2M . Substituting for x on the right, x D T 2xCT ´C ´,
and continuing in this way we find
x D T nxC .˙n 1jD0T j /´:
If we write M2 D .˙n 1jD0T j /.M/, the set M2 is relatively compact because it is
the continuous image of a relatively compact set. Furthermore, the above equality
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implies thatM1  T n.M1/CM2, so that .M1/ .T nM1/. Since T n is condens-
ing, from .M1/ > 0 we get a contradiction, therefore .M1/ D 0 and thus M1 is
relatively compact.
Now it suffices to show that I  T maps bounded closed sets into closed sets. Let
D be any bounded closed set in X . Suppose that fxng is a sequence in D such that
yn D xn T xn! y for some y 2X . Since fyng is relatively compact, by the above
argument fxng is relatively compact. Therefore there exist a subsequence fxnkg and
an x 2 D such that xnk ! x as k !1. By the continuity of T , we obtain that
xnk  T xnk ! x T x as k!1 and hence y D x T x 2 .I  T /D. We conclude
that .I  T /D is closed in X .
Now we show that the null space of I   T is finite dimensional. Assume that
N.I  T / is infinite dimensional. Let S Dfx 2N.I  T / W jjxjj D 1g. It is clear that S
would not be compact in the infinite dimensional Banach spaceN.I  T /, hence there
would exist a sequence fxkg in S such that jjxk  xl jj > 12 for all k ¤ l . Since T n
is countably condensing and .fxkg/ > 0, we would have .fxkg/D .fT nxkg/ <
.fxkg/, which is a contradiction. We conclude that I   T is a semi- Fredholm
operator. 
Let X be a real or complex Banach space and T W X ! X a bounded linear oper-
ator. Set
n D supf > 0 W T n is an H set contractiong;
H .T
n/DH 1. n/;
rH .T /D infn1.H .T n// 1n :
Theorem 2. If  2C be such that
H.jjn/ < n for some n 2N; (3.1)
then I  T is a Fredholm operator of index zero.
Proof. Consider an operator T1 D T WX !X and notice that
H..T n1 .C ///DH..T /n.C //
H.jjn/CH..T n.C ///:
Since H.jjn/ < n for some n 2N one can conclude that
H..T n1 .C /// < H..C //;
for some n 2N. Since H is strictly increasing we have
.T n1 .C // < .C /;
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i.e. T n1 is countably condensing for some n 2 N, so by previous Lemma I  T1 is
semi- Fredholm operator. Note that for any t 2 Œ0;1,
..tT1/
n.C //D tn.T n1 .C // .T n1 .C // < .C /:
i.e. .tT1/n is countably condensing for some n 2N. Indeed by the same argument
I   tT1 is a semi-Fredholm operator for each t 2 Œ0;1. Since fI   tT1 W t 2 Œ0;1g
is connected and the index for semi-Fredholm operators is constant on its connected
components, we have
i.I  T /D i.I  T1/D i.I /D 0:
Thus, I  T is a Fredholm operator of index zero. 
Lemma 2. If  2C be such that
.H 1. H.jjn// 1n > rH .T / for n 2N (3.2)
then .3:1/ will be satisfied.
Proof. By definition of rH .T / one can choose an integer n0 2N such that
.H 1. H.jjn// 1n > .H .T n0//
1
n0 ;
so
H 1. H.jjn0// > .H .T n0//DH 1. n0/:
From property .H1/ of .1/, H and also H 1 are strictly increasing, so we have
 H.jjn0/ >  n0 ;
therefore
H.jjn0/ < n0 ;
for some n0 2N. 
Remark 2. Let H.x/ D lnx, c.T n/ D inffk  0 W T n is an k set contractiong
and rc.T /D infn1.c.T n// 1n (see [14]), then the left hand side of condition .3:2/ is
equal to 1jj and the right hand side of it is rc.T /, i.e. .3:2/ is equivalent to jjrc.T /<
1. So by Lemma 2 if  2 C such that jjrc.T / < 1, then .3:1/ will be satisfied.
Moreover if  2C such that jjc.T / < 1, then since H .T /  rH .T /, again .3:1/
will be satisfied.
Corollary 1. Let T WX !X be a bounded linear operator. If  2C such that
.H 1. H.jjn/// 1n > H .T / for n 2N (3.3)
then I  T is a Fredholm operator of index zero.
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4. SOLVABILITY OF THE BIFURCATION PROBLEM
In 2002, Elhajji and Errachid [9], proved that the nonlinear equation
u LuCG.;u/D 0; (4.1)
in a neighborhood W of a particular solution .0;0/ 2 RX , admits parametric
continuous curves formed by nontrivial solutions bifurcating from .0;0/ under the
main assumption:
X DN.I  0L/˚R.I  0L/: (4.2)
This decomposition for a compact operator L implies the existence of linear ca-
nonical bounded projections p and q of X onto N.I  0L/ and R.I  0L/, re-
spectively. In fact they provided a general convergent iterative procedure to com-
pute the nontrivial solutions .;u D "u0C v/ near .0;0/ by projecting .4:1/ onto
N.I  0L/ and R.I  0L/.
Now, motivated by them we provide some condition in order to decompose the
Banach space X as .4:2/ and then we solve the bifurcating problem .4:1/ for non-
compact operator L.
Theorem 3. Let
.1/ X be a real Banach space,
.2/ The linear continuous operator L WX !X be an H set contraction,
.3/ 0 2 R be such that H.j0jn/ < n for some n 2 N, and N.I  0L/\R.I  
0L/D f0g.
.4/ A nonlinear operator G W W ! X is ˛ regular (˛ being a real parameter in
.0;1) in a neighborhood of .0;0/ i.e. there is M > 0 such that
jjG.;u/ G.; Ku/jj M.jjujj˛Cjj Kujj˛/jju  Kujj; .;u/; .; Ku/ 2W:
jjG.;u/ G. K;u/jj M jjujj˛C1j  Kj; .;u/; . K;u/ 2W:
then the problem .4:1/ admits a unique parametric continuous curve " 2 Œ "0; " 7!
Œ."/;u."/D "u0C v."/ formed by nontrivial solutions bifurcating with the trivial
one .;0/ from .0;0/, with .0/D 0;v.0/D 0 and verifying
j."/ 0j DO.j"j˛/
jjv."/jj DO.j"j˛C1/
Proof. Let 0 2 R be such that H.j0jn/ < n for some n 2N, then by Theorem
2, I  0L is a Fredholm operator of index zero. SinceN.I  0L/\R.I  0L/D
f0g, one can write X D N.I  0L/˚R.I  0L/. Now the desired result follows
immediately from Theorem 3 in [9]. 
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5. APPLICATION
As an application of Theorem 3 for which the case for compact maps can not be
applied we consider the Hartree equation for the Helium atom (See [16]). The Hartree
equation is of the form
u Œu
Z
u2.t/
jt  xjdtC
2
jjxjjuC
1
2
uD 0
and can be represented in form u T .u/D 0 where T is not compact. Since T is of
the form BCC where B is compact and C is anH -set contraction withH.x/D lnx
and  D ln 1
M
whereM ! 0C in a neighborhood of the origin in which T is anH -set
contraction.
Another example ofH -set contractions which often appears in the study of neutral
systems is the following model for an Hopfield neural networks system: set
Y D C! D fx.t/D .x1.t/; :::;xn.t// 2 C.R;Rn/ W xi .tC!/ xi .t/; i D 1; :::;ng;
with the norm defined by jxj0 DPniD1maxt2Œ0;! jxi .t/j, and
X D C 1! D fx.t/D .x1.t/; :::;xn.t// 2 C 1.R;Rn/ W xi .tC!/ xi .t/; i D 1; :::;ng;
with the norm jjxjj D maxfjxj0; j Kxj0g. Then C! ;C 1! are Banach spaces. Define
N W C 1!! C! by
N.xi /D bixi C
nX
jD1
aijgj .xj .t   sij .t///C
nX
jD1
bijgj . Pxj .t   rij .t///
where i D 1;2; :::;n, xi .t/ corresponds to the state of the i th unit at time t , bi > 0 de-
notes the neuron firing rate, aij and bij represent the delayed connection weight and
neutral delayed connection weight, respectively. sij .t/; rij .t/ 0 is the transmission
delay, and gj is the activation function in the system. By assuming some conditions
on g;s;r (see .H1/  .H3/ [10]) one can show that if M DmaxfPnjD1 jbij jLj ; i D
1; :::;ng < 1 then N is an H set contraction with  D   lnM . Since the proof is
similar to Lemma 3 in [10] it will be omitted here.
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